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Article 11

Harris: Making Love To God II
it out of the way for now, I can get it done properly tomorrow
morning."
It didn't take that long. The body was pretty heavy for
its size, but the two of us managed to roll it up into a bundle
of tattered-green rug, and set it upright in the corner. I wiped
my hands of imaginary dust; I always saw people on TV do
that whenever they finished with some task. I dunno, it just felt
right.
"How'd you know he was dead ... before. Not dead.
Undead. How did you know, anyways?"
"It was actually like the movies like that," Dio said.
''You know. 'Braaaaaaaains.' Awkward shuffle. Uncoordinated
grabs for my body, tried to bite my head. Can the human jaw
even break a skull? I don't think so. Seems like natural selection
would kill off the zombies pretty quick that way. Hey, did we
have Art homework?"
"I don't think so," I said. "Don't worry about it. Just get
to bed, and take care of it in the morning."
Dio sighed, sinking back into his chair. "Like I don't
have enough to do in the morning," he said. "I always feel like
putting stuff off leaves the night with an unsatisfying end. Like
it's incomplete."
"Me too," I replied. "But what can you do? Some things
just don't wrap up nice and neat. Get some rest; I'm going back
to my room." I flicked off the light-switch by the door.
"Dude," Dio said, before I slipped out completely. "Do
zombies really need their brain destroyed to be killed?"
"Yeah," I said. "Every film I've seen, they do."
"Huh," said Dio. "Ok. Goodnight."
"Goodnight," I said, and left.

MAKING LOVE TO GOD II
Greg Han1s

"How do we make love to God?"
St. Teresa of Avila
I would unpack the sorrows of my heart
Assigning each a colored glass shard.
A soldering iron would fuse the parts
Into a whole pane to take outside.
Stripping naked and holding the glass to light
I watch the colors play across my flesh
The yellow humiliations and purple slights
The blue disappointments and charcoal fears.
Feeling their warmth at the deep core
My heart swells and thrusts into love.
The heat creates a molten, golden dove
Who holds my life to her breast and soars.
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